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Starting bid:

US $0.01 (Reserve
not met)
Place Bid >

Time left:

Larger Picture

Start new search

23 hours 52 mins
1-day listing
Ends Jan-14-05
12:47:40 PST

Start time:

Jan-13-05 12:47:40
PST

History:

0 bids

High bidder:

User ID kept private

Seller information
yuppicide1138 ( 46

)

Feedback Score: 46
Positive Feedback: 89.7%
Member since Dec-01-02 in United
States
Read feedback comments
Add to Favorite Sellers
Ask seller a question
View seller's other items
Safe Buying Tips

price: US $0.03
Buy It Now >

Item location:

North Brunswick, NJ
United States

Ships to:

United States

Shipping costs Check item
description and
payment instructions
or contact seller for
details
Shipping, payment details and
return policy

Description (revised)
Item Specifics - Video Game Systems
Platform: Atari

Format:
NTSC (US, Canada)
Bundled Items: Accessories

Condition: New

You are bidding on a rare prototype version of the popular Atari Jaguar game system. Most people do not know that
before the Jaguar as we know it came out today, Atari intended the system to be a wildlife simulator.
The reason this unit never got past the prototype stage is for a few reasons:
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1 - Unit was extremely heavy. The carrying case was made out of thick steel and the prototype units themselves vary
in weight from 150-250 pounds! Below is a picture of the carrying case you will receive (please note our lovely
model is not included):

2 - There were only two levels of difficulty. The user poked the system with a stick for the "Mildly Amusing"
difficulty or one could open the case for the "Scared Shitless" difficulty.
3 - Maintaince was high. The system runs on water, raw meat, and live animals.
4 - News systems couldn't be made quickly. They had to be bred.
5 - System doesn't need to be hooked up to television, but when some people inadvertantly inserted a set of A/V
cables the system got really pissed off and killed whoever tried it (see picture below).

After 5 programmers mysteriously died while working on the project Atari decided to shelve the system and worked
on a new design, the one more commonly found.
Due to weight, this item is extremely expensive to ship and may require a permit. System is in perfect health. Comes
with the system (pictured above), carry case (also pictured above), and a stick to poke the system with.
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Disclaimer: Please do not try to stick A/V cables in the unit! Seller is not responsible for the repercussions.
Bidding only open to DigitPress.com members as this auction was all a joke as a contest. Thanks for looking!

FREE Counters and Services from Andale

Shipping, payment details and return policy
Services available
Check item description and payment instructions or contact seller for details.
Will ship to United States.
Seller's payment instructions
Thanks for winning my auction! Since you're getting this you must be the winning bidder. I accept money order only for
this auction. My email is yuppicide138@optonline.net if you don't already have it.

Payment methods accepted
Other - See Payment Instructions for payment methods accepted
Learn about payment methods.

Ready to bid or buy?
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Atari Jaguar Prototype System!
Place a Bid
Starting bid:

Buy It Now

US $0.01

Your maximum bid: US $
Place Bid >

price:
(Enter US $0.01 or more)

US $0.03
Buy It Now >

You will
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You will confirm in the next
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Purchase this item now without bidding.
Learn about Buy It Now.

eBay automatically bids on your behalf up to your maximum
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Learn about bidding.
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This is a private auction. Your identity will not be disclosed to anyone except for the seller.

What else can you do?
Back to home page | Ask seller a question | Add to Calendar | Printer friendly page
Seller assumes all responsibility for listing this item.
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